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3 I.  INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY. 
1.1  Background 
1.1.1  Report on the Functioning of  Directive 87/102/EEC 
1. ·  .Article  17  of Council_ Directive. 87/1 02/EEC on the  approximation of  the laws,· 
regulations .  and  administrative  provisions ·of.  the  Member  States  concerning  consumer· 
.  credit required the Commission to present a Report to the Council on the operation of  this 
Directive within five years of  its entry into effect.  · 
2.  In  conformity with the  refi?it  of Article  17,  a questionnaire  addressing  different 
aspects of  the consumer credit market was distributed in iune 1994 (letter D02058 of 24 
June  1994)  to Member  States and  to  European  associations  of creditors,  traders  ~nd 
consumers.  Opinions  were  also  invited  from  the ,academic  community.  Based  on the 
_responses received and on a number of studies which the Commission had commissioned 
concerning the transposition of  the Directive and the functioning of the market, a. Report 
was prepared and was adopted by the Commission on 11  May 1995, document COM (95) 
117 final.  · 
3.  This Report was intended as a discussion document and the subjects raised in the · 
Report were therefore not "proposals"  but ,rather a discu:ssion  of  the theme  "consumer 
'  1  . 
credit" and, in some instances where the Commission already had reflected on the issues, a 
statement  of ,the  Commission's  tentative  opinion.  In  other words,  the  Report  did  not 
constitute a legislative program, but one element among several for the preparation of an 
overhaul of  directive 87/1 02/EEC with later amendments. · 
1.1:2  Consultations on the Report 
4.  The-Report was formally  trans~itted to the European Parliament and the Council 
on 11  May 1995. 
1.1.2.1  European Parliament • . 
· The Legal  Affairs  Committee was appointed lead  committee; the Environment,  Public 
Health & Consumer Protection Committee was asso~iated. 
1.1 ,2.1.1  Environment, Public Health & Consumer Protection Committee 
Ms.  Annemarie Kuhn (PSE/D) was rapporteur; her drat\ Opinion,  adopted. on 25  April 
1996,  is to a large extent favourable to the arguments put forth in the Report regarding the 
amendment ofDirective 87/1()2 (extension of  the scope, advertising and information, types of 
credit agreem~nt, the cooling-off period, etc.) and to its points ofview on mortgage credit.· 
1.1.2.1.2  Legal Affairs Committee 
4 Mr Ernesto Caccavale (UPEIIT) was appointed Rapporteur; his preliminary draft report, a 
Working Document, was discussed  at a Public Hearing organised by the Legal  Affairs 
Committee on 22 ·April 1996 and by the Legal Affairs Committee as such on 22-23  July, 
28  October and  26 November 1996.  The draft Report was approved  on 17  December 
1996,  but only voted by the EP'  s Plenary  session of  '1 i. March  19c§7  ~  Tht:i'  resblutlon 
adopted is enclosed in Annex 2.  · 
1.1.2.2  Council 
The  Report  was  discussed  by  the  Working  Party  on :Protection  and  Information  of 
Consumers at meetings during September and October 1995. The Council of9 November 
199  5 adopted a Resolution· welcoming the Report, and invited· the Commission to "take 
into account. the comments received on its Report  ... , a su11llilary of  which should be made 
available". 
This Summary Report constitutes the Commission's fulfilling of the request by the 
Council. 
I.1.2.3  Other 
In addition to the formal consultation procedure outlined· above,  the Summary Report is 
based on the following consultation measures: 
a) The Report COM(95) 117 final was sent in June 1995 to EEA Member States through their 
Permanent Representations, and directly to certain national authorities in charge of consumer 
affairs  (Ombudsmen).  National  authorities  were  invited  to  comment  on the Report  and  a 
'ret:Jlinder'  letter to this effect was sent in January  1996,  requesting responses by mid-March 
1996. A further 'reminder' le~er was sent in June 1996, requesting responses by mid-July 1996. 
Responses have  been received  from  Belgium,  Denmark,  Germany,  Spain,  France,  Ireland, 
Luxembourg,  the  Netherlands,  Austria,  Portugal,  Finland,  Sweden,  the  United  Kingdom, 
Iceland, and Norway. Of  these, Luxembourg and Norway had no comments at all to make on 
the  Report. 1  Italy,  evoking  "structural  difficulties  and lack of co-ordination" was  in  no 
position to give an assessment of the application of Directive.  Greece replied to the original 
questionnaire distributed in 1994, on which the Report COM(95) 117 final was based. 
b)  Moreover, the Repot;t was distributed to finanCial,  retail and  consumer organisations,  in 
short all those involved in the original consultation process (the questionnaire) as well as any 
other potentially interested parties. A list of  the responses received is attached in Annex 1. 
1.2  Conclusions of the Summary Report 7 
5.  The Summary Report outlines comments received on a list of  issues raised by the 
Report COM(95) 117 final, namely: 
e  extension ofthe scope ofDirective 87/102/EEC, 
e  advertising targeted at young consumers, 
Iceland being the only EEA Member State that made a contribution, its comments on each issue are 
mentioned separately right after EU Member States' comments. 
\ e  obligation on consumers to give information and on professionals to give advi~e, 
o  rules on overdrafts, 
0  inquiry into consumers circumstances before ordering repossession, 
o  early repayment, 
•  bills of  exchange, 
• - subsidiary liability, 
'  '  / 
•  creation of_bodies authorised to receive consumer complaints, 
•  cooling-off periods, 
· • ·  consequences of  non-execution of  consumer credit ~ontracts, 
-.  usury,  . 
• · credit intermediaries, 
r  . 
•  data protection, 
• . guarantors, 
•  over-indeb~edness, and 
•  other general issues. 
.. ,- . 
~-' 
6..  From the.  remarks received  on these  subjeCts  the following  conclusions  ~an be . 
reached: 
- Member States are more or less divided over the suggestions ofthe Report COM (95) -
117 with the UK, the Netherlands and Germany appearing more sceptical and Portugal,. 
Ireland, Spain and Sweden appearing more supportive; 
- Iceland is g(merally supportive of  the Commission's suggestions; 
__ - _ financial  services  industry  generally· prefer  to keep  the  status  quo  and  point  out 
~ifficulties related to the introduction of  new rules, but are more supportive as regards 
_ codes of  conduct; 
c~risumer and mo_ney advice groups on the other hand generally welcome. the proposals 
and stress. the need for legislative measures rath:eL than codes of  conduct.·  · 
6 ll.  SUBJECTS RAISED BY THE REPORT COM(95) 117 FiNAL 
0.1  Extension of the scope (Articles 1 &  2). 
II. 1.1  Financial limits(>  200 and <20 000 ECU) 
7.  The scope ofthe-Directive is consumer credit amounts above 200 ECU, but below 
20 000 ECU.  The Directive states that the Council shall periodically review such limits. 
As  certain  Member  States  have  not  used  the  limits  in  the  Directive,  the ·Report  in 
paragraphs 24 and  155,  proposed the upward revision or abolition of the· 20  000 ECU 
ceiling in the Directive.  - · · 
8.  Member State responses were divided on the subject of the upper limit,  with UK 
and Netherlands accepting an increase but not removal, France wishing the upper limit to 
be retained while Austria stated that experience has shown that no difficulties arise even if 
the upper limit is removed, and others.- considering that consumers also. need protection 
for large credit amounts - are either in favour of  th~ removal of the upper liniit (Finland, 
Spain,  Portugal,  Sweden), ·or  have  not  set  any  financial  limits -in  their  l~gislation 
(Germany, Ireland). Iceland favours the removal of  the upper limit. 
9.  Responses from the financial  services industry opposed the removal of the upper 
limit  but-were prepared to accept increases  in_ line  with indexation.  Others opppsed any 
extension of  the scope upwards, for various reasons including the "difficulty in calculating 
APRs for larger amounts" and their view that a borrower who borrows more than 20 000 
ECU is generally in a better bargaining position and should continue to benefit from free 
play of competition.  The Finance &  Leasing Association, FLA,  went tllrther in  stating 
that "if there is a review, this should be to a fixed limit, determined nationally by individual 
Member States, not in ECU". The European Banking Federation, EBF, stated that those 
Member States which did  not use the ceiling  should be encouraged to align themselves 
with the level established in the Directive.  · 
10.  Consumer and  money advice groups,  on the contrary,  supported the abolition of 
the limits as "it would mean more transactions (including mortgages) would be regulated". 
11.  The financial  services industry also opposed the removal  of the lower limit  as  "it 
would  place  considerable  cost  burdens  on finance  providers  for  purchases  below  200 
ECU".  ' 
Il.1.2  Credit for starting up a busi'f!ess 
12.  In  paragraphs  21  and  108,  the  possibility  of including  credit  taken  out  by 
consumers V..:ith a view to starting up a business was raised. 
13.  As  can  be  seen  in  enclosure  2,  this  concept  also  was ·of great  interest  to  the 
European Parliament. 
14.  . A number ofMember States opposed this suggestion (The Netherlands, the UK, 
Denmark,  Spairi, ·France).  Others have either extended the  scope of their legislation to 
cover consumer credit whose purpose is to launch a business (Germany) or could  ~upport  · 
this idea (Portugal, Finland, Sweden2). Iceland is supportive ofthis suggestion, too. 
2  Sweden can support broadening of  the scope only to include legal entities of  consumers. 
7 .  15.  ·  The  financial  services  industry  and  the  Ame~ican  ·Chamber  of Comme~ce also 
opposed this on the grounds that such borrowers have more professional advice and less · 
need  of protect~  on;: they  need·  more  flexibility  than  regulation ·would~  allow  and  might · 
actually  see  their  opport4nities  for  credit  reduced  if they  were· to. be  covered  by  the 
Directive.  ·  ·  · 
0  16.  Others  also  stated  thai  any  change  in  the  definition  of the. consumer  in  this 
Directive  would  conflict  with  the  definitions  of consumers  in  the  other  consumer 
Directives. 
17.  .  Although the Danish Consumt?r Council (Forbrugerradet) sees no  reason for the 
scope to be  extended  as  suggested  above,  it  could  support the idea of widening  it  to 
include legal persons that make up a class of  consumers (e.g.·co-operatives) . 
. .  //; 1:3  Contracis with a purchase option 
18. ·.  In paragraphs 18  and  125, the,Report proposed the extension of  the scope of the 
Directive to contracts with a purchase option.  '  ·  ·  /  · .  .  ·  · · · ·  .. 
19. .  The  Netherlands  felt  that  this  area  could  be  examined, .perhaps  to  restrict  the. 
· exerpption  i,n. ,the  Directive  to  straightforward  hiring  agreements  where  no  ownership 
passes.  Other Member States have included hiring agreements with a purchase option  in~ · · 
the'ir  legislation (Spain,  France,  Ireland,  Sweden).  Iceland is rather sceptical  about ·~s 
.  sugge~tion.  · ·  · 
20.  Eurofinas and Eurolease strongly .opposed the proposal as they feel that leasing is 
very different  from  credit (and that no  APR  can be  calculatect  for  leasing).  The  FLA 
pointed out that this is  one of the reasons for the proposal in  the UK to remove. smalr 
businesses from the ~cope of  the CollSumer Credit Act.  . 
21.  The Consumers  in ·Europe Group  felt  that the Directive should  be ·extended  to. 
consumer hire as there is no inherent difference between a loan for a purchase and a loan 
for  hire,  while  other money  advice  orga.itisations  agreed  that  the exemption  sh~uid be 
removed.  ·  .  · 
II. 1:4  Building loans !_mortgages · 
-22.  In paragraph  121  of the Report,. there was a  discussion of the extension of the 
0 
scope of  the Directive to loans·for building work not secured against a mortgage and the 
advisability of  a Directive relating to. mortgage·~as also considered.  . 
'  ~ 
23.  While  the  Netherlands  .. agreed  that  cqnsumers  need  protection in this  area,  it 
preferred  a·  code  to  legislation  (as  in  the  Netherlands).  Sorne  Member  Sates  (UK, 
Denm.ark)  also  did.·not feel  that mortgage credit should  be regulated at. European level 
whereas ,others (Finland, Spain, France, ·Ireland, Austria), felt t9-at it is  . particularly 
important. to cover consumers in relation to housing loans; they  h~ve, therefore, included 
in their.legislation loans for building work not secured against mortgage and' supp9rt the 
0  suggestion  of legislative  0  intervention 'in  the  field  of mortgage  credit~· .j  ~orhigal and 
3  Spain: sei>arate Directive;France: modification of87/102/EEC. 
8 Sweden  also  welcome  the  suggestions  of the Report.  Iceland  while  supportive  of the 
suggestions thinks, nevertheless, that more-information is -needed  before deCiding  on the· 
feasibility of  a directive on mortgage credit. 
·( 
24.  .  . Similarly,  money. advice  and  consumer  groups  felt  that  such  loans  should  be_ 
included in the scope of the Directive .and that only loans or credit agreements. used to 
secure an interest· in property should be secured against the property as it is  inequitable 
that a default on an unsecured credit card agre.ement should result in the loss of  a family 
home, as is possible in the UK.  The Consumers in Elirope Group pointed out that while 
some  companies  are · deterred  from  offering· cross-border  mortgages  by  differences  in 
·legislation e.g.  on property purchase, others do  offer sl.lch mortgages and they therefore 
feel  that  consumers  should  be  entitled  to  at  least  basic  protection  in  this· area  (e.g. 
infor~ation on terms, availability of  redress, a-comparator 4 ... ). 
25.  The financial services industry were opposed to the regulation of  mortgages in the 
Directive due to the differences in national legislation and the impossibility of establishing 
·equal treatment ·in  such conditions.  They also  pointed out that  the  Commission  cannot 
. regulate  civil  law · e.g.  property  registration, · repossession  rules...  Others  stated  that 
consumers doing renovation work will already have taken professional advice and do  not 
therefore .need  protection,  while  protection will  already have  been provided· in  national 
legislation for certail). aspects (notary, surveyor  ... ). Loans for building work were felt to be 
an investment, not a consumer loan, irrespective of  the security for the loan.  · 
//.1. 5  The lis_t of  exceptions in Article 2 
26.  In paragraphs 18 and 119-163, it was proposed to shorten the list of  exceptions in 
Article 2 of the Directive. Generally, the UK and UK financial  services _industry opposed  _ 
this idea as these are not considered as derogation but as rational and justifiable limitations 
to the scope of the Directive and as such have been ~h.cluded in the Exempt Agreements 
Order. 5 Sweden on the other hand could support the Commission's proposal to examine-: 
with  the  eventual  aim  of deletion  - whether  the .  derogation  relating  to  agreements 
concerning credit repayable jn four instalments is of interest to the Member States which 
have included it in their national legislation . 
.  27.  The Danish Consumer Council considers that most of the  exemp~ions of Article· 
2(1) should be abolished as arbitrary.  · 
28.  Concerning "free credit", the Money Advice and  Budg~ting Service (MABS) of 
Ireland  6,  claiming  that there is  no  such thing,  would support  an  initiative  to provide 
consumers with full  details of free· credit offers in order to allow them to make clear and 
· valued decisions. 
4 
5 
A yardstiCk enabling conswners to make comparisons.  · 
The 1989 Consumer Credit (Exempt Agre,::ments) Order made under section 16(5) of the Consumer 
Credit Act exempts certain credit agreements from the effects of  the Act. 
6  _  Established by  the Department of Social  Welfare to. combat the pcoblems  faced  by  people who borrow from· 
moneylenders. 
9 11.2  Advertising targeted at young consumers. 
-
29.  ·In paragraphs  22  and  171,  the  Report  raised  the  issue  of whether  a,  Code  of 
co·nductfor credit advertising targeted at young people is necessary. Legislation in certain 
Member States already regulates this issue.  · 
30.  Member States' responses varied from  support (from Belgium, which already,has · 
such  a cod.e;  Spain;  France,· which supports legislative measures of general character in 
this field; Austria, which supports the introduction of  general provisions fcir the protection 
ofyoung people going beyond advertising; Finland; Sweden, which.feels_that such a code  · 
should not be restricted to marketing activities aimed at the young) to opposition (the~ 
wanted evidence of  the existence of  problems and .in any case preferred. self-regulation by 
businesses in whose interest it is to act responsibly).  The Netherlands,  although it has  a 
more protective legislation, does not think that advertising addressed to minors  shoul~ be 
specifically  regulated.  Iceland,  whose  legislation. contains  a  general  provision  to  this 
purpose, supports the suggestions of  the Report. 
31.  Financial and  marketing organisations did  not generally object to codes although 
some. were not convinced ofthe need since banks would, in their own interest, limit risky 
behaviour by young consumers:-ci1:icorp, in particular, believes that, with the exception of 
uniform disClosure requirements. and misleading advertising provisions, any restrictions on · 
credit  advertising  reduce  transparency  and  constitute· regulatory  barriers  that  retard 
. competition. 
32.··  Consumer and money advice groups- with the.exception ofthe Danish Consumer 
Council and MABS that support ·a code of  good practice - felt that any regulation of the 
area should be by legislation rather than codes as, ·in not being· respected, these  legitimis~ 
· abuses, and that any Code should be closely monitored for compliance. The Consumers in 
Europe Group feit that all consumers could benefit from such a code.  . 
11.3  Obligation  on  consumers  to.  give  information  and  on  professionals  to  give . 
advice  . 
33.  In paragraphs 23  and  180, the Report raised the issue of the establishment of an 
obligation  on  the  consumer to  provide information  (i.e.  all  particulars.  n'ecessary  for  a 
credit transaction). and on the professional to provide advice {i.e  .. taking into account the 
. consumer's financial circumstances). 
34.  There  appears  to  have  been  some  ambiguity  on this. point,  with many  industry . 
groups fearing that 'advice•· required them to give detailed advice,  leading to information 
.  . overload (or the need to give information on competitors' products 7), conflict of interests 
and. the possibility of negligence suits.  The intention of  the chapter was not to go so far; 
the word 'advice' was used in  a general  sense,  meaning  a reasonable level  of advice to 
enable  the  consumer to. make  ari  informed  decision,  whether 'in  a .  shop  or a  financial 
institution.  The Report also made  clear that any  such info'rmation requirements must be 
. reciprocal.  · 
· 3  5.  Member States pointed out various problems in that advice must be customised to 
each borrower's personal circumstances so  that only general rules  could be ~considered, 
7  Although it should be noted that a recent Dlmishlaw apparently requires lenders to do just tiUlt! 
10 
·.::t although some Member States e.g.  Belgium had already introduced such a requirement. 
Therefore  certain  Member  States  either  are  hesitant  about  or  do  not  favour  the 
establishment of sucba reciprocal  information obligation (Deninark,  Germany,  Austria, 
the UK). Others are either in favour (Spain, Portugal, Finland} .or could go along with such a 
suggestion provided that the Commission's proposals beoome more specific (France, ·sweden). 
36.  Financial services industry generally opposed the proposal (though perhaps due to 
a misunderstanding}, stating that it would remove decision-making responsibility from the 
borrower,  or that no  such obligation was necessary  as  it would in  any  case  be  in the 
interests of  the lender. 
37.  Consumer and  money advice  organisations welcomed  the  proposal but stressed 
that advice and  information should be proportionate and  emphasised the importance (as 
did several banks) of  independent advice for consumers. · 
11.4  Rules on overdrafts (Articles 2.1e and 6) 
38.  Paragraphs 25  and  150 of  the Report proposed the amendment of Article 6 of  the 
Directive in order to cover credit lines linked to a card. At present, such credit (usually a 
credit line attached to a current account which can be accessed by a card) is unregulated 
either  because  it  is  repaid  within  3  months  or  because  national  legislation  does  not 
consider such cards to .be credit cards unless the credit to which it provides access is part 
ofthe s~e  agreement. 
39.  Member  States'  responses· varied  from  the  situation  in  Belgium  and  Sweden, 
where this proposal has already been implemented, to the 'UK preference for new general 
rules to take into account developments in the market aild to Germany which does not see 
the necessity for additional rules. A large number of  Member States favour the. adaptation 
of the Directive to the multitude of  operations of credit cards (Denmark,  Spain,  France, 
Ireland, the Netherlands 8,  Austria, Portugal, Finland).  Iceland on the other hand thinks 
that the issue should be further studied. 
40.  The  financial  services  industry  generally  preferred  to  keep  the  status  quo  and 
pointing  out  difficulties  in  providing  details  of repayment  schedules,  whereas  the 
consumer  and  money  advice  sector  supported  specification  of the  rules  in  relation  to 
credit cards (e.g. costs, minimum amounts to be reimbursed, repayment .schedules ... ). 
4l.  Certain consumer groups on the other hand either support the abolition of Article 
. 2.  1(  e) so that credit in the form of  advances on a current account is included in the scope 
. (the Danish Consumer Council),  or could go along with the proposal of the Report to 
further specify the rules governing credit cards (Consu_mer DebtNet, MABS). 
D.5  Inquiry into consumers' circumstances before 9rdering repossession ·(Article 7) 
42.  In  paragraph  188  of .the  Report,  discussing  repossession,  it  was  considered 
advisable that courts be given the power to review the circumstances (financial and other) 
of consumers before ordering repossession of goods in  order to avoid  cases  of unjust 
enrichment.  · 
8  .  NL feel that only credit facilities whose duration exceeds three months should come mto play. 
11 43.  ·  While· the Netherlands and  several industry. groups felt that this was a matter of. · 
subsidiarity, other industry organisations feared the US situation of  'individual bankruptcy' 
where  lenders  are  unable  to  recover· financed  good~. The  UK believes  that· national 
legislation handle-s quite adequately this issue, while Sweden, although s~eptical of  such an 
idea,  nevertheless proposes the introduction of rules for determining the value of goods· 
when they are repossessed and the cancellation of debts.  In Iceland the situation is well 
regulated, . but national  authorities  c'an  go. along  with the idea  ~f further  guidance for 
courts. 
44.  Certain  consumer  and  money  advice  organisations  (The  Consumer  DebtNet 
network,  the Danish  Consumer Council,  MABS),  on the  other hand, agreed with the 
· proposal of  the Report~ 
11.6  Early· repayment (Article 8) 
45.  Paragraph 193 ofthe Report stresses the fact that early repayment provisions that 
give consumers the right to rescind ongoing credit agreements ahead of schedule, become · 
more important in the context· of  monetary union. · 
46.  Member  States,  with  the  exception- of the  Netherlands  which  felt  that  their 
legislation is adequate, did not make any comments on-this issue:Iceland, too, thinks that 
its legislation adequately covers the matter.  ·  · 
47.  Citicorp _echoed  the  concerns  of the  financiat  circles  ~mphasising  that  the 
possibility that contracts could be rescinded when the Euro is introduced would have a 
cbilling effect on industry. 9 
48.  Lastly,  Money  Advice  and .  Budgeting  Service  recommend  extension of early 
repayment rebates to mortgages. 
II.  7  Bills of  exchange (Article 1  0) 
49.  In paragraphs 26  and  205  of the Report, it  WitS  proposed that bills  of exchange-
. should be prohibited.  ·  · 
50.  Most Member  States  have  already. done  so, .but  nevertheless  there  was  some 
reaction to this.proposal. Positive reactions were of course received from Member States 
whose legislation cover .this issue to a varying _extent:  Belgium, ·spain,  France,  Finland, 
Sweden; others were less enthusiastic (the Netherlands: no need for more harmonisation 
in .this area), or negative (Austria, UK: no major problems with consumers so far,  bills of 
·exchange are a useful commercial instruments); the latter comment .does, however, reveal 
a  confusioil:  It  is  only the prohibition of bills of exchange for consumer credit which is 
consid~red.  and  not the commercial instrument (with implications for international trade 
and existing agreements e.g. UNCITRAL  ... ). Jceland took a negative stance, too. 
9  It is recalled in connection with Citicorp's remark that  ·there is an important difference  between the right to 
early  repayment  and  the  principle  of continuity  of contracts.  The  fmmer  is  applicable  irrespective  of the 
established currency, i.e. since the advent of the Euro, on  ·1.1.1999, a consumer discharging his/her obligations 
before the time fixed by the agreement shall have the right to an equitable reduction in the total cost of credit 
expressed in Euro. The latter means that the introduction of  the Euro should not constitute a justification for the 
application of  clauses permitting the creditor to unilaterally cancel a contract or modifY its terms. 
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I  ' 11.8  Subsidiary liability (Article 11) 
51.  Most Member States transposed Article 11  as drafted although some went further  . 
. Ambiguity has resulted from the term 'exclusively' - it could rule out the use of  the Article 
if the supplier, for  example,  occasionally uses another creditor.  In paragraph 213  of the 
Report it was therefore proposed, for the sake of  clarity, to remove the word 'exclusively' 
from the text of  Article 11. 
52.  Only four Member States responded on this point: the Netherlands stated that it is 
a matter of sUbsidiarity  and civil  law,  whereas the UK, having recently decided  after a 
review of their national legislation 10,  to maintain it as it is,  felt that it did not experience 
the  problem.  Sweden and  France on the other hand  agree with  the  suggestions of the 
Report with  the. latter suggesting 'a modification of Article  11  so  that it becomes less 
restrictive and clearer in meaning. 
53.  The FLA felt that this proposal, in conjunction with the proposals on the removal 
of the  ceiling  and  the  inclusion of business  start-up  finance,  would  create  substantial 
contingent liabilities for credit grantors. 
54.  The  Danish  Consumer  Council  on  the  other  hand  agrees  with  the  proposed 
amendment. 
11.9  Creation of bodies authorised to receive consumer complaints (Article 12) 
55.  While  Article  12  of the  Directive  allowed  Member  States  three  options  for 
supervising the implementation of  the Directive, the Report suggests, at paragraph 27 and 
219, that the third of  these options, the creation of  bodies authorised to receive consumer. 
complaints relating to consumer credit, should be made mandatory.  · 
56.  Certain  Member  States  (Spain,  France,  the  Netherlands,. UK)  fett  that  their. 
ex~sting mechanisms  were  adequate for  the  purpose  of meeting  consumer  complaints; 
France,  nevertheless,  considers the treatment of cross-border disputes to be a  priority. 
Sweden, on the other hand,  expressed its support.  As regards sanctions, Denmark could 
go along with the introduction of  a framework-Article leaving Member States with a room 
for manoeuvre.  Iceland was supportive regarding the creation of bodies and thinks that 
co-ordination is reasonable as regards sanctions. 
57.  The financial  services industry felt that existing  codes I voluntary arrangements 
were adequate and that subsidiarity dictates that individual States are  best equipped to 
decide for themselves the complaint-settlement mechanism that best suits them. 
58.  Consumer and money advice organisations, on the other hand, supported the view 
expressed and· felt that Member States should,. in implementing EU legislation,· be required 
to state which bodies would be responsible for its enforcement, and that sanctions were 
necessary for non-compliance.  · 
59.  The Commission is currently examining the exact application of Article  12  in the 
legislation of  Member States as part.ofits remit to monitor the transposition of  directives. 
10  Section 75 of  the Consumer Credit Act. 
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ll.lO  Cooling-off periods 
60.  As  several Member  States have  introduced forms  of cooling-off periods  during 
which consumers may rescind certain types of credit agreements,  paragraphs 29  and 266 
of  the Report proposed that· the introduction  - where possible - of  a harmornsed cooling-· 
off  period, and enforcement of  such a provision, shouid be studied.  -
.  ·~  .  ..  . 
61.  Certain Member States expressed misgivings that too general a· cooling-off period 
for all  transactions would make _them more difficult and would add to the cost of credit-
.and/or cause· legal  uncertainty  (Germany, ·the Netherlands,  Austria,  UK).  Others  either . -
. could agree with the i_dea of a hiumonised cooling-off period (Spain, France, Sweden) or 
thought that  the  matter  needs  further  s~u~y (Denmark).  This  latter view  is  shared· by 
Iceland, too.  '  -
'  62.  Financial  services  industry- stated  that  it- would  lead -to  unnecessary  delays, 
rebounding  on· the· c'onsumer;  that  cooling-off periods were  specific  to the  social-and 
e~onomic circumstances. in  each Member State; that it could ·not in any  event apply. to. 
mortgage  credit;  and  tllat  it would  provide  unscrupUlous  borrowers  with speculation 
opportunities.  · 
- 63.  .  Consumer  orgai:lisations  .  welcomed  the  move, _  for  e.~  .. credit  -exceeding  a 
prescribed amount. 
11~11  Consequences of non-execution of consumer·credit contracts 
64..  in paragraphs 30 and 267-270 of the Report, the  con~equences for consumers of 
the non-execution of credit agreements (default, penalties, recovery procedures  ... ") were 
discussed  and  the need for  better balance  between  parties  was  proposed.  The  Report 
stated that the Commission was examining the possibility of  laying down ground-rul_es, for 
example in the shape of  a code of  conduct on debtrecpvety. :  /  - - · 
-_  65.  In  order .  to have  an  in-depth  knowledge  of the  problems  related  to  the  non-
execution of  consumer credit contract~; the Commission launched a study whose objective 
-was to analyse  the nature a:nd  adequacy of control instruments implemented ·by· the  15 
Member States in this area.  The conclusions of the final report of the study,  delivered in 
December 1996, are the followi~g: ·  - - · 
'  -
'  -
a)  in a general-manner uncertainties and lacunae of  Member States laws have been 
filled by  jurisprudence to a limited extent;-
' 
b) jurisprudence  itself is  not  satisfactory  when .  it  comes  to  the  protection  of 
-consumers' interests; 
c) there is a need for ~emedial.action (specified in the study) at European levef. 
66.  Member  State  responses  varied  from..the  Dutch  reaction  (subsidiarity)  to  the 
-Finnish· description of  their existing rules -in  thi~ area. Austria felt that ·a harmonised rule is 
- -necessary to p('otect creditors in the event of enforcement in other-Member States, while 
the  UK felt  that  national·legislatiori  is  sufficient  to deal  with  the  problem  effectively. 
•'  .  ..  .  .  ·- .  ·.  ( 
14 Moreover, other Meml;>er States either can support initiatives (Spain,. Sweden 11) or  have 
no· problems with them provided that they become more precise (France). Iceland on the 
other hand did  not m(,lke  any  comments on the grounds that Commission's intentions in 
this area were not clear.  · 
6  7.  Financial services industry were divided on the subject of  a Code of  Conduct, with 
some groups supporting the idea (provided it  had  statutory backing)  and  others stating 
that it was not necessary as all Member States had different rules on the subject. 
68.  Money advice and consumer organisations felt that a Code of conduct is urgently 
needed  and  called  for  transparent  recovery  procedures.  The  Consumer  DebtNet  and 
MABS,  although  agreeing  with  a  code  of conduct  as· regards  recovery  practices,  are 
sceptical  about assignment  of wages  and  squarely oppose  any  penalties  or interest  on 
arrears in the event of  default. 
ll.12  Usury 
69.  Usury has been debated in many Member·States in recent years.  In p~agraphs 31. 
and 297 of the Report, it was suggested that debate should  al~o take place at Community 
level, particularly in the context of  m~metary union, since any rules, if they were felt to be 
necessary, would then be at Community level. 
70.  Member States'  responses were divided,  ranging from  the Dutch view  that ·any 
problems can be solved by fiXing  maximum rates at national level,  to the UK conclusion, 
having abandoned national rates; that they do not work.  Some Member States share to a 
large 'extent the  views  expressed  in  the  Report  (Spain, ·Ireland  12,  Portugal,  Finland), 
whereas  others,  although  supportive,  believe  that the  introduction of Community-wide 
maximum  interest  rates  is  difficult  (Sweden)  or. not  realistic  (Gerinany).  Denmark and 
France, on the other· hand, think  that the introduction of Community rules on usury should 
be avoided. Iceland is generally-supportiye ofthe Report's suggestions. 
71.  BEUC agreed that the subject should be discussed and legislated for at European 
level,  defining  a  maximum  rate.  This  idea  was  also  shared  by  MABS · which  further 
suggested .  that the ideal  source of c'redit  for low-income families  would be  small  loans 
offered  by  Community Banks and  Credit Unions.  Others,  both consumer  and  industry 
groups, also welcomed a debate at Community level.. 
72.  Financial services industry, in general, however, advised against the imposition of 
maximum  rates,  at  national or Colnmunity level,  for  reasons  varying .  from  the  lack .of 
competence of the Commission to do  so to a desire to see  a flexible  approach ·which 
would not cause distortions in the market,  and the need to let banks ·charge rates which 
reflect the risks.  The FLA stated that European debate would be "a wasle of time  and 
resource (sic)". 
II ·  Sweden also suggested rules concerning the lender's right to premature payment along the lines. of  the Swedish 
Credit Act. 
12  Miitistry of Sociiu Welfare. 
/ 
15 H.13  Credit intermediaries 
~  '  '  .  . 
73.  In paragraphs 32 and 302 of the Report, it was announced. that a study would be 
commissioned on. the subject of  credit intermediaries in order to deterniine whether· or not 
. the rules designed to protect consumers are being effectively enforced. .  . 
74 ..  ·/  The Member States that made comments (France:  Sweden, UK, Spain) generally 
supported, the idea of a  study.  Spain  even  favours  the creation of a  register of credit . 
· · · intermediaries. Iceland is supportive of  a· study, too.  ·  · · 
75..  Some  respondents  expressed  interest  in  this  study  and  stressed  the  need>to · 
reinforce and adapt e,dsting syste!JlS to catch .all types of "lenders". The Danish Consumer 
Council  believes . that  there  is  a  need  to  impose  on •  credit  intermediaries  the  same . 
information ·requirements  as  are  imposed  on  credit  providers.  The  British  Bankers' 
Association also  suggested that if problems exist in this field  in other Member States; it· 
might well  make  sens~ to extend to them provisions concerning advertising or licensing, 
as in the United Kingdpm. 
76.  The main  c~nclusion of  the final report ofthe.study, delivered in July 1996, is that 
credit intermediaries play an  undoubtedly useful. role,  but are often criticised· for certain 
malpractice (lack of correct. information to  consum~rs, misleading  advertising;  usurious. 
interest rates,  encouragement to over-iii.debtedness, .etc.).  As a  result,  there is  a need at 
. Community level for remedial action;  the study makes. certain recommendations to that 
effect.  ·  ·  · 
11.14  Data Protection 
77..  The  Report  discussed  credit-scoring  and  credit-referenCing in paragraphs  303  -
· 338. Many Member State responses simply described their national systems I legislation, 
while  others  specifically  agreed  with  the  statement in  the Report that it  will  be up to . 
Member States to apply the provision-s of the fni.mework Directiye on the protection of \ 
personal data in these areas.  The Commission therefore took no particular stance on this 
.. · subject, other than to  describe certain concerns.  · 
- 78.  Consumer and  ~oney  advice groups shared the-concerns about parameters for _the 
· use  of such  data,  with  the  Money  Advice  .Association  describing  them  as  "econorriic 
criminal  .records"  and  stating  that  remedies  for  abuse  I -niisuse. are  ·"mirumal  and 
'ineffective". 
·  79.  . Other responses .  were varied;  ranging· froJ;II  advocating voluntary approaches to 
welcoming more use of  credit-scoring. CGER, the-Belgian Caisse Generate d' Ep'argne et 
de Retraite  ·expressed a preference for negative centrales 13but opposedthe "raising of 
centrales to a European level" while-Eurofinas called for a "Europe-wide system of  credit-
referencing, suitably regul_~ted and controlled". 
II.15  Guarantors. 
80..  The Report discussed  guarantors in  paragraphs 339-345.  A guarantor is  a third 
. -party to a credit agreement, who provides security for the loan,  accepting liability in the 
d.·. Credit information cen:ers that keep rcicords ~n  COnSumers' solvency: 
16 event· of default by the borrower.  As· they quite often have less legal protection than the 
borrower  (frequently  a  friend  or relative),  and  are  not  covered  by  Directive  871102, 
several Member States have introduced different forms of protection for guarantors. The 
Report proposes extending to guaral\tors certain information obligations provided for in 
the Directive.  · 
.  .  . 
81.  In  their  responses  to  the ·Report,  certain  Member  States  (Austria,  Finland) 
described their national legislation on aspects such as the creditors' obligation to inform 
the guarantor, or rules governing the degree ofaffinity. Other Member States (Denmarki4, 
Spain, France15,  Sweden) along with consumer and money advice organisations supported 
the Commission's idea of  extending certain protections in the Directive to guarantors. The 
UK thinks that national legislation, coupled with codes of  conduct, is enough to tackle any 
problems. Iceland.is supportive of  the Report's proposills, too. 
82.  '  Financial services industry opposed any moves in this area,  pointing out variously 
that  guarantees~ not being  credit,  cannot fall  within  the  scope of a measure  regulating 
consumer credit;  that rules of banking secrecy which prevent disclosure to  third parties 
(i.e.  the guarantor) of  the details of the loan contract; and subsidiarity while stating that 
their national legislation I Codes of  conduct dealt effectively with the situation. 
0.16 .Over-indebtedness 
· 83.  Iri paragraphs 35  and 364 - 383  of the Report, the subject of over-indebtedness, 
of increasing  concern to Member  States  in  re9ent  years, .  was  described.  The  Report 
proposed  that  the. Commission  would  study  the  application  of the  rules  on·  over-
inde!:>tedness  in  Member  States,  non-regulatory  mechanisms  which might  be  proposed, 
and the need for European intervention, taking into account the principle of  subsidiarity. 
84. .  Various Member  States,  in their responses,  described  their national  systems for 
regulating over-indebtedness, including the Irish system where the Govemme~t  tackles the 
problem at local community level, providing consumers with budget-planning training and 
access  to'  credit.  Several  Member  States .pointed  out  that  wider  social  problems  are 
· involved in  over-indebtedness,  but the Netherlands stated that it  would be justifiable to 
include provisions in the Directive under which Member States would  be· obliged to set 
out  measures  preventing  credit·· limits  from  being  exceeded.  Others,  supported  .  the 
proposals made in the Rep6rt (Spain, Portugal, Sweden). The UK,  on the other hand, felt 
that the·_Consumer Credit Directive is  ncit  the· "appropriate means  of promoting. wide-
ranging social policy initiatives" whereas France thought that it is  a_ subject falling within 
the competence of  Member States. Lastly Iceland, although not disagreeing with the idea 
of a study of the  situation in Member  States,  could  not encourage a Community-wide 
intervention.  ' 
85.  Several  industry  groups  referred  to  subsidiarity,  with the·  Banking  Federation 
stating  that  "Commission  action  should  be  limited- to  facilitating  the  exchange  of · 
information  among  interested  parties".  Barikenfachverband  stated. that  debt  is  an 
international  but ·not  a  cross-border ·problem, -which  lies  "far  outside  the  scqpe  of 
· 14  The Danish Consumer Council also wishes the total ban of  global sureties.· 
15  . France  in fact  supports a more· radical proposal suggesting that guarantors  shoul4 enjoy  the  same .level of 
.  protection as debtors.  · 
17 consumer  credit"  and  so  should  be  "removed  from  the  scope  of the.  Commission~s 
deliberations". 
The  Savings  Bank  Group,  though  also  recommending  subsidiiuity,  made  . concrete . 
recommendations  to  provide  dependable  and  responsible  advice  on  credit,  an  information 
campaign· for consumers on the responsible use of money,  awareness of  th~ need for regular 
savings and ·"suitable individual solutions an,d assistance when there is over-indebtedness". 
.  . 
86.  The  Danish  Consumer  Council  supported  the  idea· of a  study.  Certain  money 
advice  organisations  (MABS. and  the  Consumer DeptNet) support the ten fundamental 
points drawn up by the Consumer Law Group which, inter alia, include better information, 
the  setting up  of independent authorities to  assist  over-indebted households,  free  legal 
proceedings, etc.  ·  · 
Ill. .GENERAL ISSUES 
87.  Many  respondents  stressed  the  need ·for  effective  transpos1t10n  and  adequate 
monitoring  of national  provisions  - the  UK  stated  that it  hoped  that· the  Commission 
would "explore the adequacy of  enforcement and ensure that adequate national  ~achinery 
is introduced tO make SUre that the existing legislation is being properly enforced  II' 
88.  Co~cetning the  general  orientation  of  the  Report  (the  need  to- achieve 
-Community-wide harmonisation in the domain ofconsumer credit) some Member States 
were  supportive  (France,  Ireland, '  ~pain,  Portugal;  Finland),  but  others·  (Denm~k, 
Germany, the Netherlands), evoking the principle ofsubsidiarity and/or the small volume 
_  of  cross border  activity, discouraged such an idea. 
89.  On  the  consumer  side,  one  should  note  the  Danish  Consumer  Association's 
general  ~emarks concerning the need to introduce objective criteria on the circumstances 
in  which a creditor can unilaterally alter the nature of a contract (interest rate,  charges, 
· etc.),  _  the  need  to  adopt  more  ·stringent  provisions  concerning  the- creditor's 
ability/obligation  to  bett.er  assess .  the  borrower's  financial  situation,  the  obligation  to 
inform consumers of the r:easons  why their applications are turned down and finally  the 
legal  basis  for  the  proposal  for  a  Directive.  The  Swedish  Consumer  Agency 
(Konsumentverket)  on the- other hand  suggested that  an  amended  version  of Directive 
87/102  should  take on board  certain  provisions  of the  S~edish Consumer  Credit- Act. 
(clear indication of the  cash  price  and  credit charges in credit offers, ,conditions under 
which interest rates rri~y be altered and infomiatiort thereof). -
90. - Since  most  banking  <?rganisations  opposed _various  proposals  on  the  basis  of 
subsidiarity  and  the  essential  freedom  of choice  of consumers  and. the freedom  of the 
.  parties to the  contract,  it- is  worth mentioning  the view  of Consumer DebtNet that it 
should also be stressed that  for millions of  citizens of  the EU living in poverty, freedom ·of --
choice is a luxury which they cannot afford.  . 
91.  Concerning  the wider legal_ issues  raised  by the Report as  regards  minimal 
clauses,  harmonisation,  "general  good" ... ,  the  American  Chamber  of Commerce  and 
Citicorp support the  establishm~nt of a true internal market for consumer credit services 
to be achieved by (a) the total harmonisation at the Community-level of certain national .. 
consumer credit rules thus pre-empting new national rules that address the  same  issues 
(cooling-off,  information  to  consumers,  etc.)  and  - where  total  harmonisatton .  proves 
impracticable - (b) the application of  the mutual recognition principle to· compliance with 
18 consumer credit regulation thus excluding the invocation of  the "general good" exception 
in this area. The Banking Federation, on the other hand,  stated that the main obstacle to 
cross-border transactions  is  in  fact  the  minimum  clause  since  the  wide  divergence· of 
national  legislation leads to a lack of consumer confidence  on the  one  hand  and  legal 
uncert~inty for credit providers on the other.  · 
92.  Regarding the form of the contract and the possibility of its standardisation, 
Citioorp, taking stock of US experiences, favours some form of non-compulsory model 
contracts that would not stifle the freedom of  banks to develop new products tailored to 
the needs of  consumers. 
93.  · Some -of the negative ·responses to the Report arise from  misunderstandings e.g. 
some people felt that a discussion of  payment cards in the Report amounted to a proposal 
to include them in the scope of  the Directive - this was never the intention. 
IV.  ASSOCIATEDACTION 
94.  In addition to the consultation ·process the Commission has launched a number of 
studies on issues raised in the Report, cf. the studies already carried out on non-execution 
of contracts and intermediaries.  These studies, covering advertising addressed to young· 
·people, the feasibility of  subjecting mortgage credit to the ·measures included in Directive . 
87/102/EEC, usury, data protection, remotebanking, and financial  services and  door-to~ 
door selling· will be carried out in the course of  the first 6-8 months of 1997. 
V.  THE COMMISSION GREEN PAPER AND COMMUNICATION ON FINANCIAL SERVICES 
95.  Furthermore, the review process· of the  1987 Directive cannot be  isolated from 
activities in parallel domains. 
The Commission  published a Green Paper on "Financial  services:  meeting  consumers' 
expectations"16  in May 1996 and, as follow-up to this Green Paper, a Communication on 
"Financial services: enhancing  co~sumer confidence" in June 1997. 17  The latter sets out 
the  results  of-the  consultation  on  the  Commission's  Green  Paper  and  provides  the 
Commission's  response.  The  Communication  emphasises  the  importance  of credit 
intermediaries and the conclusion ofthe review process on Directive 87/102/EEC; in this 
context it  draws special  attention to two of the issues involved  in this process,  namely 
mortgage credit and oyer-indebtedness. 
1 
16  COM(96) 209 f.mal of 22 May 1996. 
17  COM(97) 309 final of26 June 1997. 
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23 Annex 2:  Resolution of the Europea_. Parlia!lent.on th-e_ Commission 
Report on the operation of  D~rective 87/102/EEC 
The European Parliament,. 
having regard to the Commission's report  (COJ\1(95)0 117,:- C4-0  185/95.),' 
.  . 
- having regan) to the motion for a resolution, pursuan't to Rule 45(2) of  the Rules of  Procedure, 
. by Mr Vitorino on the protection of  citiz~ns who  take out loans (B4-0553i9S)('); 
.,  having .regard to .the ·  1968  Brussels  Convention  on  Jurisdiction  and _the  Enforcement  of _-
Judg'ments in-Civil and Commercial Matte.rs'.' 
'  -· having  regard  to  the  1980  Rome  Convention  on  the  L~w Applicable  to ·Contractual 
Ob-ligations(!): 
having regard to the 1988 Lugano Convention{"), 
. having regard to the report .ofthe Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights and the 
opinion  the  Committee  on  .. the  Environment~  Public  Health  and.:Consumer  Proiection 
(A4•0010/97), 
. A:  whereas the Commission report is of  broad scope, since it  covers not o'nly implementation of. 
the Directive. but also foreseeable trends on the credit market, · · 
( 
.  . 
B.  whereas the credit market is  rapidly expanding in  tbe Union, 
. C.  . whereas, without prejudice to the concept generall)i accepted. in  the European corpus juris and . 
solely for the purposes of  consumer credit, a new concep! of the citizen as consumer should be 
introduced  with  a  view  to_  extending consumer protection  to ·Jegal persons such as  small 
undertakings which, in the exercise of their contractual rights·.  find  themselves in' a position of 
objective imbalance comparable to that between. small savers-·and lending institutions, 
. D.  .  wher~  the limits ~ow  imposed on and the costs inc~rred in cr;ss-border transactions prevent 
citizens,  as  consumers,  from  benefiting  from  greater  opportunities to  choose  and  m·ore 
competitive prices, 
·E.  whereas there is a  need to 'cuarantee  complia~ce with·  the rules of free  ~ompetition in  th'e  ~·. 
internal m.arket and whereas ~onsumers must have the right to choose, and to change without· 
inc\jrring a ·penalty, between different products and suppliers,  .  :  ,  .. -
'  . 
(')  ..  OJ C  189, 28.7.1990, p.  2 (in iis latest vers_ion). 
e)·  OJ L 266, 9.10.1980,  p.  1 
e)  OJL'Ji9:25.11.1988,p.9. 
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2lf F.  whereas, given the current state 'of development of the internal  market. and  the subsidiarity . 
principle, ·the effectiveness of  Community legislation and the role of  the Community institutions 
should be considered, 
G.  whereas the effective exercise of  freedom of  choice and real diversification of supply will  make 
efficient instruments of  consumer information and education increasingly necessary, so as to 
enable consumers to play an active role, 
H.  whereas,  furthermore,  effective free  competitior:t  in  a  European credit  market will  involve 
diversification of  supply, proliferation of suppliers and better dissemination of services between 
suppliers· operating andJ_iving in  the various regions of the Union, 
--.... 
I.  whereas in  the transition,to _the  single currency - particularly in  the three or so yearsof the 
conversion phase - the principfe of contractual' continuity will  be  essential to safeguard the 
. required Stability of  the financial markets; whereas the welcome prospect of a single Cl-JITency 
will call for fuller discussion of  the desirability of  adqpting new,uniform, Union-wide.Jegislation 
applicable to the whole credit industry; 
J. · · whereas  Union  responsibilities  in  the  field  of consumer  credit  are  in  parallel  with  and 
complement  the policy pursued  by  the f0ember States, in  order to  protect the safety and 
economic interests of  consumers; whereas, mor~over. Community Ia w on consumer credit has 
helped to encourage the adoption of  national legislative measures; \Vhereas the Community will 
need to take action for: 
- the completion of the internal market;  . 
- protecting the health, safety arid  econo~ic interests of  consume~s; . 
- the provision of adequate information; 
- a high level of protection (Afticle 129a of  the EC Treaty), 
· K.  whereas the articles establishing ·the four fundamental freedoms are today directly applicable; 
whereas, under the law as it now stands, the Community approach v.rill _help  to attain a high level 
of consumer protection by means of measures adopted as part of completion of the internal 
market; whereas credit policy in  the narrow sense is  still  a  matter for  the Member Sttites,' 
· without preju.di'ce to the obligation of  complying with Community law,  . 
L..  whereas the rule laid down i~ Afticle li9a ofttie EC Treaty, in conjunction with Articles .4. 3, 
an·d  J'b,  entitles  the.  Co~munity to  intervene  by exercising general  'powers ofguidance', 
specifically by charting the objectives to.be attained, adopting m~asures providing for at least' 
SOf!le  degree of harmonization,  an~ -encquraging cooperation among'the national authorities 
· concerited,  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
M.  whereas. Article I  OOa of  the EC Treaty. is the appropriate legal basis for harmonization measures 
which have as their object the establishment and functioning of.  the internal market,  · 
'  . 
N .. having regard to the powers conferred·on the Commt.i'nity insti,tutions under.the third pillar, 
I.  Believes that the Union should ·employ every legal means provided by the Treaties in order to 
enable a European credit market to c?me into being;  · 
2.  Believes that the Union should while upholding the.·principle o(  subsidiarity pursue a legislative 
_ policy with a. view to  adopti~g general rules governing the European credit market in  the 
medium term, laying down standards for expansion of  the· market without neglecting the need 
to protect consumers' interests, while also stimulating free competition;  · 
2S ·'be ,carefulLy, assessed • 
4.  Considers that consumers gcnerallydo not simply need more protective legislation, but rather 
legislation that will encourage them to play an active role, and protect their right Treel1 to seek 
and receive the information that will  enable them to  act in c'onditions of  contractual equality; 
5.  Opposes, however,- to prevent disadvantages for the consumer- the Commission proposal to 
extend  the  scope ~of the  consumer  credit  directive  to  include  loans  for  renovation  and 
modernization work that are not secured ·by  mortgage, since these could then no  longer be 
offered on the (compared with consumer credit, more favourable) interest terms for mortgage · 
loans, or the consumer would  have  to b.ear  extra  c~sts for  the creation and  registration of 
mortgages; 
6.  · Takes the view that every opportunity for setting up national authorities or Ombudsmen of any. 
kind· should be  looked into, and favours encouraging the maintenance and  development of 
simple and efficient arbitration and court procedures to safeguard consumers' rights, taking into 
account the importance of cross-border legal disputes; 
7.  Voices its c'onvictiori that self-regulation systems could enable specific standards to be .adopted 
but could not resolve all  the existing problems: 
8.  Stresses that m_easures to standardize agreements on the basis of voluntary, flexible codes of 
conduct would be of  use if,  and only if,  variety of  supply and the possibility of.choice av~ilable 
.  \  . 
to the consumer were not adversely affected; 
9.  Considers that encouragement should be given to all  the various means of creating a mutual 
obligation whereby-every contracting party -~ould have to provide accurate; complete, and · 
truthful information;  -
10.  Considers that all forms of advertising and promotion should be the subject of more detailed 
provisions  on  such  aspects  as  the  content.- indication  of the  nature  of the  product,  the 
. requirement to include instructions, and limits and safeguards on advertising aimed at children, 
provided that such standards are not already included, or capable of  being included, in .other 
specific legal acts;  · 
•  I 1.  Considers that,  in  the case of loans for the purchase of consumer goods, debtors should be 
permitted  to  exercise  the  option  of early  payment,  without ·incurring  unwarranted  and 
unnecessary administrative ·costs; 
I, 
12. · Believes-that national rules on the recovery of  goods in the event .of non-performance of a 
cont~act and  on  the joint  aQd  several  liability  of the  creditor  and  the  supplier  must  be 
harmonized  to  the  extent  shown  to  be  necessary  and  compatible  with  the  principle  of 
subsidiarity; 
13.  · Considers that the entitlement to benefit from a specified cooling-off  period when concluding 
. credit ~greements  t~ finance consume; goods should be guaranteed under. uniform arrangements 
and time periods throughout the Community ; 
.  .  . 
14.  Points out that practices such as assignment of cre·dit,  the use of  securities as collateral, and 
. insurance to cover remaining  debt  should  respect. the  principles of freedom  to  enter into 
contract, privacy of  contract and  legal certainty; 
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2{; 15.  Considers that Community measures should prevent phenomena such as  indebtedness through 
consumer information and  education: secondly, that  credit  institutions must  be  allov.•ed  the 
opportunity to obtain information about a customer's solvency, provided that the law on the 
right of privacy is respected; 
16.  Supports the Commission's intention to examine whether and  to what extent there are problems 
in consumers' dealings with credit intermediaries; points out that account needs to be taken of 
·factual  differences  in  comparison  with  the  first-tin1e  borrower  when  extending  certain· 
commitments laid down in  Directive 8711 02/EEC to guarantors and sureties; draws attention 
to  the  fact  t)lat  credit  advances  in  connection  with  the  iss)Je  of a credit  card  are already; 
notwithstanding the present variety of definitions  in  this  area described  by  the. Commission 
report. covered by  the scope of Directive 87/102/EEC under Article 1(2)(c);  · 
,17.  Is of  the opinion that Community rules should not  be adopted to harmonize credit secured by 
mortgage, because  mqrtgage credit  is  inseparably  connected with  security  and  application 
proce~ures,  which  differ  greatly  between  Member  States;  European-level  regulation  of 
mortgage credit would mean approximating the security and application rules of the Member 
States at the same.time, and hence ultimately EU-wide harmonization ofthe national civil  law 
prOVISIOns; 
I 8.  Notes that the most effective way of tackling usury- a disease of a market dominated by the 
st~pply side- with any ·guarantee of success is, _in  addition to a fully operational market, better 
consumer information, education and protection and tighter control by the national authorities 
of the institutions and agencies supplying credit; 
19.  Underlines the importance of  providing effective·conciliation and pre-judicial procedures, in  so 
far  as  these  may  play  a  vitat  role,  especially  in  cross-border  ~isputes,  since  they  are 
supplementary and capable of prev,enting costly legal proceedings to establish jurisdiction; 
20.  Believes .that developing and acting on all  possible ways of limiting the costs to contracting 
parties Clearly constitutes a priority; 
2 I.  Considers.  finally,  that  the  best  means  of protecting  individuals  is  to  establish  a  system 
guaranteeing freedom of  choice under conditions of free competition; 
22.  Calls on the Commission to brief Parliament regularly on the findings of the  different stu.dies 
and  research projects commissioned and  to  notify  Parliament as  soon as  possible,  without 
allowing this in any way to obstruct the preparation of legislative proposals, of  its position on 
the views adopted in  this House on legislative policy;. 
23.  Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council and the Commission. 
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